[One-stage defect closure of deperiosted bone and exposed tendons with MATRIDERM® and skin transplantation. Possibilities and limitations].
Full-thickness skin defects over functional structures (tendons, vessels) or deperiosted bones of the extremities usually require extensive soft tissue reconstruction to cover the defect. A new option for coverage of the defect is the application of MATRIDERM®, a bovine matrix consisting of collagen and elastin, as a neodermis underneath skin transplants. Can this combined one-stage surgical intervention successfully cover deperiosted bone or tendon? We performed this one-stage procedure in ten patients instead of soft tissue reconstruction. The success of wound coverage with the one-stage method and in combination with skin transplantation for defects generally associated with considerable loss of transplants (deperiosted bones and tendons without paratenons) was determined. In nine of ten patients, complete defect coverage could be achieved. A one-stage wound closure in extensive defects with exposed tendons in four of five locations could be achieved. In deperiosted bone defects the one-stage coverage was only successful in two of six patients. However, complete wound closure could be achieved with a second skin transplantation in a patient with exposed tendon and bone in three of the four locations. As a one- or two-stage procedure, MATRIDERM® application with skin transplantation resulted in an effective defect closure without the need for a complex plastic reconstructive procedure. With regard to its functionality it cannot be considered as a substitute for skin flaps. In selected cases MATRIDERM® is an interesting and successful method in plastic reconstructive surgery.